WORKSHOP INFO & SUPPLY LIST

Modern D9P & Using Negative Space in your Quilts

The Nine Patch is one of the first blocks that a quilter learns to make; yet don't take this block for granted. This workshop is
a great introduction to using negative space, whether through building a block or composing a quilt. With your new-found
appreciation and knowledge, you can create something entirely new from something beloved.
::: Students of all experience levels are welcome, at minimum you must know how to machine piece and use a rotary cutter
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Choosing your Fabrics:
Print: Medium to small scale bright or modern prints; which can include directional or fussy-cut type fabrics. You will need a
minimum of 4 different prints; but the more the merrier. The fabric can be any combination of charm pack squares, fat
quarters, scraps (larger than 5” x 5”), etc.
Background: A solid cotton fabric or semi-solid that “reads” as a solid.
Modern D9P Workshop Supplies:








Print Fabrics: (72) 5” x 5” squares or a total of 1 1/4 yards for a lap-size 45” x 65” quilt. This can be made up of any
combination as mentioned above; yet if you are cutting your own squares, please ensure that you have at least (40)
5" x 5" squares already cut so you can jump in when class starts.
Background Fabric: Minimum of 2 yards for a lap-size 45” x 65” quilt. A larger or more complex quilt will require
additional fabric. Please ensure that you have at least (50) 5" x 5" squares already cut so you can jump in when
class starts.
Sewing machine
Basic sewing supplies (scissors, seam ripper, pins, etc.)
Neutral thread
Ruler for cutting fabric
Rotary Cutter

General Workshop Supplies:
Please check with your Event Coordinator to see if the following is provided or if you will be responsible for bringing your
own.





Surge Protector/Extension Cord
Cutting Mat
Iron
Ironing Board or Ironing Mat

Please contact me if you have any specific questions, I can be reached at stlouisfolkvictorian@gmail.com
This information is the property of Kristy Daum and is not to be distributed without her permission.

